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1 Introduction

RNN is a powerful model for sequence data but suffers from gradient vanish-
ing and explosion, thus difficult to be trained to capture long range depen-
dences. But people have proposed LSTM and GRU, which try to model the
differences between adjacent data frame rather than the data frame itself.
By doing so, it allows the error to back propagate throw longer time without
vanishing. Also instead of simply accumulating information, these models
introduce multiple gating functions which depend on current input and hid-
den states to control whether information should be taken-in, passed though
or discarded. Currently all the gating functions are sigmoid/tanh function
over a linear combination of input x and current hidden states h.
In this work, we are trying to introduce a high order term for RNN as a com-
ponent of gating function. By doing so, we argue that it can better model
the relation between current input and hidden states, thus better control the
flow of information and learn better representation accordingly.
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2 Related Work

3 Model

3.1 LSTM

The basic building block of LSTM[3] is shown in Fig. 1a. It has three gates
as shown below:

it = σ(wxixt + whiht−1 + bi)

ft = σ(wxfxt + whfht−1 + bf )

ot = σ(wxoxt + whoht−1 + bo)

Correspondingly, the update equations are:

ct = ft � ct−1 + it � tanh(wxcxt + whcht−1 + bc)

ht = ot � tanh(ct)

where � is element-wise multiplication.

3.2 GRU

Alternatively, [1] developed another variant of RNN cell called gated recur-
rent unit. [2], [5] have shown this type of cell performs comparable/better
than LSTM.
The basic building block of GRU is shown in Fig. 1b. Alternatively, the
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update equations are as follows:

zt = σ(wxzxt + whzht−1 + bz)

rt = σ(wxrxt + whrht−1 + br)

h̃t = tanh(wxhxt + whh(rt � ht−1) + bh)

ht = zt � ht−1 + (1− zt)� h̃t

3.3 High order variant

In LSTM and GRU, the gate functions at time t are all sigmoid function
over a linear combination of current input xt and the memory represented
via ht−1. While gating functions are crucial for the network’s performance
as shown in [4], we further introduce a high order gating function:

gt = σ(wxxt + whht−1 + bg + f(xt, ht−1))

where all vectors have dimension n. Here we only consider second order
information. Assuming we are using m high order kernels, then

f(xt, ht−1) = W


x>t w

(1)
xhht−1

x>t w
(2)
xhht−1
...

x>t w
(m)
xh ht−1

 ,W ∈ Rn×m (1)

where W is a mapping from m kernel output to a vector of dimension n as
required.
If we use low rank approximation, i.e. w

(i)
xh =

∑r
j=1(v

(i)
j )(u

(i)
j )>, we can

rewrite each element in the high order term to be:

x>t w
(i)
xhht−1 =

r∑
j=1

(v
(i)
j )>xt · (u(i)j )>ht−1

As we are learning distributed feature representation, it’s reasonable to use
v
(i)
j same as u

(i)
j in order to reduce the number of parameters, i.e. high order

kernel weight matrices w
(i)
xh are all systematic. Thus we have:

x>t w
(i)
xhht−1 = 〈V xt, V ht−1〉, V ∈ Rr×n (2)

For each gating function, the number of parameters we introduced is n∗m+
r ∗ n ∗m, in addition to linear part 2 ∗ n ∗ n+ n.
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3.4 Alternative

Alternatively, as developed in [6], the high order term can be:

f(xt, ht−1) = W (Uxt � V ht−1) (3)

where � represents for element-wise multiplication, and U, V ∈ Rm×n, W ∈
Rn×m. Correspondingly total number of parameters for each gating function
is n ∗m+ 2 ∗ n ∗m in addition to linear part 2 ∗ n ∗ n+ n.
The difference between Eq.3 and Eq.1, besides using different U and V , is
that Eq.3 only uses one high kernel term whereas Eq.1 uses m high oder
terms. But Eq.1 is NOT a general case for Eq.3. Current experiment doesn’t
show much difference.

3.5 MLP version

Also, we can have a multiple layer perceptron for modeling the transition
between hidden states. Similar architectures have been developed in [7]

4 Learning

As shown in Eq.2, the high order term can be represented as a concatenation
of a fully connected layer and a dot-product layer. Thus learning could also
be done via standard back-propagation.

5 Experiments

RNN, with either LSTM/GRU function, has been apply to multiple sequence
analysis tasks, for example machine translation[9], caption generation[10],
video analysis[8].

5.1 Video Analysis

Our first experiment is on synthetic data, i.e. bouncing digits, as using in
[8]. Each video sequence contains a number of frames showing the one or
multiple digits bouncing inside a fixed window. We experiment on three dif-
ferent tasks. Given a few input video sequence, we are trying to construct
the input sequences themselves, and also predicting some future sequences.
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